
Shell and 
Vessel Scanning
Fast and thorough inspection
of large areas
---



The  
Challenge 



Time-efficient  
inspection of large areas  
Isolated corrosion on large objects such as tanks or pressure vessels can be very hard to iden-
tify in a timesaving manner. Currently, inspections of large areas are commonly carried out 
using only isolated point grids or line-scans. Thus, the detection of small but potentially critical 
defects, which are among the leading causes of leaks, is nearly impossible.



The  
Solution



Effective scanning of large areas
ROSEN offers an automated system providing a rapid and reliable scan for corrosion of large areas. The ROSEN crawler 
(mounted solution) can access and inspect many objects without the need of scaffolding, including:

 0 Tank shells

 0 Spheres

 0 Bullets

 0 Storage laterals

ROSEN’s shell and vessel scanning services leverage EMAT technology, which is capable of rapidly scanning and detecting 
anomalies on inner and outer surfaces of an asset. ROSEN EMAT inspection tools are free-running and therefore guarantee 
fast and straightforward use. The acquisition and control software permits a quick scan of a large area in order to detect and 
report wall losses.  All indications found are summarized in a report which includes the defects’ positions as well as data  
visualizations.

Detection capabilities 

Feature Detection threshold

Thinning (50×50mm) 0.15 t

Pitting 40% (Ø>15mm)



The  
Benefit



EMAT: fast, accurate, 
comprehensive
EMAT offers substantial benefits over traditional ultrasonic technology as it induces 
a sound wave inside the object without the need of a coupling medium. 

Service key features:

 0  Fast inspection concept (SFT/m2 per day) 

 0 High sensitivity to small defects, both internal and external

 0 Full inspection coverage

 0  In-service inspection method

 0  Excellent repeatability

 0  Battery-powered system

 0  Storage and post-processing of raw inspection data, if required

 0  Easy and clear reporting

 0  Few surface preparation requirements, no couplant required

 0  Inspection through coating up to 500μm

 0  Stand-alone service or service in combination with API 510 & 653 inspection

 0  Online data analysis and feature indication

 0  Repeatable data acquisition
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